
We’re about to  
change the way  
you view light.
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It’s amazing what the  
right light can do.

Amerlux® understands the power of light and its mind/body 

connection. We use this understanding to create products 

that deliver real benefits and extraordinary value. At Amerlux, 

lighting is so much more than just watts and lumens. Discover 

how the right lighting makes all the difference at amerlux.com.
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Classix
Pop, punch, and efficiency  
from the highest ceilings.

The Classix downlight shines new light on your bigger jobs. 

With a unique Amerlux® blend of architectural form and  

function, Classix performs perfectly in large retail and

commercial spaces. Designed for higher ceilings, this  

downlight features high output, new beam options, and an 

optional commercial grade lens.
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Curvano
A new look.  

A new life for your offices.

Curvano raises traditional commercial areas to new heights. 

Attractively curved, Curvano offers high output, controlled 

optics and legendary Amerlux® efficiency. Its exactly the right 

light for any commercial space. 
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Cylindrix® III Mini
Performance in a new accent. 

This powerful, compact member of our Cylindrix family  

enhances your design aesthetics. The new Cylindrix III Mini 

(C3 Mini) is tiny and passively cooled, with an invisible heat 

sink and full dimming capacity. It delivers brilliant colors, 

crispest whites, and a patent pending, field-changeable  

optical system.
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Cylindrix® III
Light that compels sales  

in large spaces. 

Cylindrix III (C3) is engineered specifically for high-ceiling 

retail and commercial venues—expansive spaces where 

more light and higher output are important. Efficient and 

flexible, Cylindrix III cuts through ambient light, working hard 

from ceiling to selling floor. This passively cooled multiple 

offers field-replaceable optics and energy-coded dimmability.
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Cylindrix® IV
Light you control for inspired results.

Cylindrix IV (C4)’s extra power helps people see your  

products like never before. This high-ceiling, large-space 

workhorse delivers amazing output and visual drama,  

punching through ambient light to showcase selling floors. 

Now passively cooled, Cylindrix IV offers new beam spreads 

that let you place light exactly where you want it.
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Evoke® 4.75" Downlight
Experience extreme performance.

The stunning Evoke 4.75" downlight resets the performance

bar from above the ceiling line. Amazing beam control, higher

output, and enhanced flexibility only begin to describe this

light, which also maintains crisp whites, expanded color

options, and extreme efficiencies. Evoke 4.75'' is available in 

round or square downlight, adjustable, lensed downlight, and 

lensed wall wash. It’s a true architectural treasure hidden in 

the ceiling.
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Linea® 1.5" Wall Wash
Excitement in pendant form.

This amazing new light takes the shape of Linea 1.5"  

with a whole new purpose. A new star in the wall  

washing lighting category, this pendant has captured  

the imaginations of lighting designers worldwide.  

Linea 1.5" and the new Linea 1.5" Wall Wash make  

the perfect pair for every office space.
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Murro®  LED Wall Wash
See your wall space in a different light. 

Small in size, high in output, Murro outperforms others 

time after time. With unique optics, code-ready dimmability,

and availability in vertical and horizontal mounting options,

Murro reduces your costs dramatically. It’s a light so powerful,

your walls have never looked better. 
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Rook Pendant Family
Control and output, in balance.

Introducing the Rook family, a line that translates the  

control, performance, and comfort of our downlights  

into a sophisticated new format. Offered in 3.5'' and 4.75'' 

apertures, these pendants pair perfectly with the Hornet HP 

Downlight and Evoke 4.75'' Downlight. The Rook is perfect for 

creating drama and focused light in reception areas, office 

environments, and retail spaces. The new Rook 4.75" reduces 

costs, enhances beam control, and maintains design integrity 

across all of our pendant lines.
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Stellina
Arcs and curves.  

The shape of light to come.

With Stellina, Amerlux® takes your light source out of the  

traditional straight line format, and into an arched realm  

of new design possibilities. Available in direct, indirect,  

and low bay styles, Stellina is very thin, at only 1.5". These  

softly curved fixtures reshape lighting, and at the same  

time maintain Amerlux value, with high output, efficacy,  

and advanced optics. For innovation, flexibility, and quality  

performance, there is nothing quite like it.

Low-bay Indirect Direct
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Velato®
Concealed beams of light defined  

by your imagination.

A completely unique addition to the Amerlux® line, Velato  

is our response to your requests for a super-flexible  

concealed ceiling light with a quasi-custom vibe.  

Light shoots through the center of this new concealed  

multiple—and lands right on target. The Velato faceplate 

is the key to its unique properties. The versatile Velato is 

offered in 1-, 2-, and 3-light multiples. 
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Acion
Small accent light. Mega brilliance.

Recently redesigned, this refreshed exterior accent  

is perfect for lighting landscapes, including small signs  

and features. Even with low wattage and low output,  

Acion makes your select targets shine, with precise optics. 

No light is wasted. For form, for function, and for cost savings, 

Acion is a landscape architect’s ultimate design tool.
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Avista®
Cityscapes, more brilliant.  
Campuses, more secure.

More streamlined and economical than ever before, the 

Avista LED light engine takes exterior lighting and retrofits 

to uncharted levels of performance. For sheer power and 

output, this newly engineered Avista model takes your 

breath away, with the highest in efficacy and refined features 

including a completely sealed LED chamber, cutting-edge 

optics, adjustability, and extremely easy installation.
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Chaperone
A new sense of security in the garage. 

Parking garages are often dark, uncomfortable places.  

Until now. Chaperone turns lonely parking environments  

into safe, pedestrian-friendly venues with top visibility and 

new levels of safety. Our amazing new Chaperone changes  

the game, rendering old sodium downlights obsolete.  

Crisp and attractive, Chaperone also greatly reduces glare  

giving the comfort of indirect lighting and incorporating great 

cost efficiencies for owners.
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Insigna
Light worthy of a Hollywood premiere.

Insigna introduces the “linear era” in floodlighting, with  

the power to light up a whole building wall or billboard with 

minimal wasted light. This unique, cool-running fixture is 

configured in a single row, and features wide-spread beam 

patterns, amazing output, sealed optics, and a remote driver! 

Insigna comes in shorter versions for smaller wall washing, 

canopy lighting, and architectural detail illumination.
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Salvus® 20
Clear walking paths. Safe parking lots.

The Salvus 20 light engine tailors new or retrofit projects to

contemporary, energy-efficient installations. Designed in sleek 

architectural post top or cantilevered styles, this light is suited 

for lower mounting height applications by using fewer LEDs 

with amazing performance and glare control. It also features 

sealed optics, a cooled heat sink, a sophisticated, thermally 

isolated driver, and a 60% reduction in operating costs.
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SmartSite® LSN
It’s security. It’s technology.  

It’s a link to the future. 

SmartSite LSN integrates light, safety, networked security, 

and communication for the ultimate in discreet public space 

monitoring. Developed with Sensity™ Systems, SmartSite LSN 

explores the cutting edges of applied technology to protect 

college campuses, city centers, retail villages, parks, stadia—

any outdoor space or public gathering space. 
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Amerlux®
Experience light in a whole new way. 

Come explore all of our exciting, innovative product lines,

and discover new ways to view light. Call us. Email us.  

Meet with us. Start with a visit to amerlux.com.
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